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Abstract
Global Illumination (GI) algorithms came to fruition in the Graphics labs of USA, Europe, Japan, and beyond, during the 1980s and 1990s. The researchers who developed the algorithms had expert knowledge of the underlying physics, and an even more expert knowledge of how their own software behaved (and misbehaved!).

Ten years ago, only the most specialised applications contained GI rendering algorithms – those targeted at architects, or automotive manufacturers, or digital imagery for movies/advertising. The number of seats was always small, and the price per seat was always large.

Radiosity, ray tracing and photon mapping, final gathering, irradiance caches and the use of MC and QMC importance sampling may all appear on an undergraduate graphics course in 2007, but they are still not the kind of thing one overhears being discussed in the average public house, or cafe!

Yet today, it is hard to find AEC or MCAD software that does not contain such algorithms. Many of the public houses and cafes where the algorithms are not discussed contain customers who have kitchen (or bathroom, or garden) design software on their PC/Mac at home. They might not use it very often, nor explore its limits when they do use it, but use it they do. There are many millions of such users, and none of them has paid very much for the software in question.

This talk will discuss the difficulties and opportunities that arise when designing GI software for such a market place, and will outline some of the shortcuts and tricks that are commonly employed by those writing the code.